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Long-term impairment of neurovascular
coupling following experimental
subarachnoid hemorrhage
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Abstract

CO2-reactivity and neurovascular coupling are sequentially lost within the first 24 h after subarachnoid hemorrhage

(SAH). Whether and when these impairments recover is not known. Therefore, we investigated the reactivity of pial and

intraparenchymal vessels by in vivo two-photon microscopy one month after experimental SAH.

C57BL/6 mice were subjected to either sham surgery or SAH by filament perforation. One month later, cerebral blood

flow following CO2-challenge and forepaw stimulation was assessed by laser Doppler fluxmetry. Diameters of pial and

intraparenchymal arterioles were quantified by in vivo two-photon microscopy.

One month after SAH, pial and parenchymal vessels dilated in response to CO2. Neurovascular coupling was almost

completely absent after SAH: vessel diameter did not change upon forepaw stimulation compared to a 20% increase in

sham-operated mice.

The current results demonstrate that neurovascular function differentially recovers after SAH: while CO2-reactivity

normalizes within one month after SAH, neurovascular coupling is still absent. These findings show an acute and

persistent loss of neurovascular coupling after SAH that may serve as a link between early brain injury and delayed

cerebral ischemia, two distinct pathophysiological phenomena after SAH that were so far believed not to be directly

related.
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Introduction

Subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH) is a rare but severe
subtype of stroke1 with a mortality rate of almost
50%.2 Moreover, 30% of SAH survivors are unable
to resume their premorbid lifestyle.3–5

In 85% of cases, SAH is caused by a spontaneous
rupture of a cerebral aneurysm located at the skull
base, with subsequent bleeding into the subarachnoid
space. Bleeding causes a rapid increase in intracranial
pressure (ICP) and global cerebral ischemia, which may
be fatal within minutes.6 While advanced interventional
and microsurgical techniques allow for safe and effi-
cient occlusion of aneurysms, morbidity and mortality
are still high for patients who survive the initial phase
after SAH. A major feature associated with adverse
outcome is the occurrence of delayed cerebral ischemia
(DCI). While DCI has been attributed to vasospasm of

larger brain arteries, increasing evidence suggests that a
pronounced dysfunction of the cerebral microcircula-
tion in the early phase after hemorrhage may also be
involved. Furthermore, autoregulatory mechanisms are
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often impaired after SAH.7,8 This results in the inability
of the brain to compensate reductions in cerebral per-
fusion and to adequately match blood supply to its
metabolic demand.

Cortical spreading depolarizations (CSDs) are waves
of electrical depression that occur frequently after SAH9

and are thought to be associated with post-hemorrhagic
brain damage and DCI.9–12 CSDs may lead to local ische-
mia, as the necessary energy reserves to increase cerebral
blood flow are not available after SAH.11,13–15 Therefore,
impaired regulatory mechanisms may be key factors in
the development of DCI after subarachnoid hemor-
rage.8,16,17 Impaired cerebrovascular CO2-reactivity has
been previously described in clinical18 and experimental
studies19 and seems to be associated with adverse
outcome and development of DCI.18

Neurovascular coupling (NVC) is another important
regulatory mechanism responsible for increasing blood
flow to active regions of the brain in order to provide
sufficient amounts of oxygen and glucose20 through the
coordinated action of neurons, astrocytes, pericytes,
and endothelial cells.21 We recently demonstrated for
the first time in vivo that within 3 h after SAH, pial and
parenchymal cerebral vessels lose their ability to
respond to the selective cerebral vasodilator CO2,
while NVC was fully functional.22 When CO2-reactivity
and NVC were investigated 24 h after SAH, both pro-
cesses were massively impaired, indicating that post-
hemorrhagic neurovascular dysfunction is a progressive
disorder.22,23 This miscommunication between neurons
and vessels following SAH may lead to an imbalance
between metabolic demand and blood flow therefore
inducing or aggravating regional ischemia and post-
hemorrhagic brain damage.

So far, however, the temporal profile of neurovascu-
lar dysfunction after SAH has not been investigated
beyond one day after SAH. Hence, it remains unknown
whether and when CO2 reactivity and NVC recover
after SAH. Therefore, we investigated neurovascular
reactivity one month after experimental SAH using in
vivo two-photon microscopy.

Materials and methods

Animal breeding, housing and all experimental proced-
ures were reviewed and approved by the Veterinary
Office and Ethical Review Board of the Government
of Upper Bavaria (protocol number 136-11) based on
paragraph seven to nine of the German Animal
Protection Act (TierSchG). Male C57BL/6 mice six to
eight weeks old (20 to 23 g body weight Charles River
Laboratory, Sulzfeld, Germany) were used for this
study. Experiments were reported according to the
Animal Research: Reporting of in Vivo Experiments
(ARRIVE) guidelines.24

Randomization and blinding

All animals were randomly assigned to surgery, group
allocation was done by drawing lots shortly before
induction of hemorrhage, i.e. the surgical preparation
was performed in a blinded manner. Two-photon
microscopy one month after SAH and subsequent
data analysis were performed by a researcher blinded
towards group allocation of the animals.

Animal preparation and monitoring

Experimental animals had free access to food and water
before and after surgery. For induction of SAH, anesthe-
sia was induced by intraperitoneal injection of
midazolam (5mg/kg; Braun, Melsungen, Germany), fen-
tanyl (0.05mg/kg; Jansen-Cilag, Neuss, Germany), and
medetomidine (0.5mg/kg; Pfizer, Karlsruhe, Germany)
as previously described.25,26 Mice underwent orotracheal
intubation and were then mechanically ventilated
(Minivent, Hugo Sachs, Hugstetten, Germany). End-
tidal pCO2 was measured with a microcapnometer
(Capnograph, Hugo Sachs, Hugstetten, Germany) and
kept constant between 30 and 40mmHg by respective
adjustments to the ventilation. To maintain body tempera-
ture at 37�C a thermostatically regulated, feedback-
controlled heating pad (FHC, Bowdoin, ME, USA) was
used. ICP was measured in each animal for 15min after
SAH using a microsensor-based ICP probe (Codman &
Shurteff Inc., Raynham, MA) to prove successful induc-
tion and severity of SAH as described before.25 For con-
tinuous monitoring of regional cerebral blood flow
(rCBF), a flexible laser-Doppler probe (Periflux 4001
Master, Perimed, Stockholm, Sweden) was glued onto
the skull above the territory of the left middle cerebral
artery (MCA). Blood gases and electrolytes were measured
at the end of each experiment (Supplementary Table 1).

For experiments on neurovascular reactivity, mice were
initially anesthetized with 2% isoflurane in 70% N2O and
30% O2. Later on, isoflurane was gradually reduced over
the course of 10min to a range of 0.5 to 0.9% in 70%
room air and 30% O2. At the same time, a continuous
intra-arterial infusion of ketamine (30mg/kg/h, Inresa,
Freiburg, Germany) was administered.22,23,27

Induction of SAH

SAH was induced using the filament perforation model
as previously described.28–30 Briefly, a 5–0 monofila-
ment was introduced via the left external carotid
artery into the internal carotid artery and advanced
towards the Circle of Willis. SAH induction was
marked by a sudden increase of ICP. Immediately
thereafter, the filament was withdrawn, the external
carotid artery was ligated, the clip removed from
the common carotid artery. In sham-operated mice,
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the filament was not advanced far enough to induce
hemorrhage. Anesthesia was terminated by intraperito-
neal injection of atipamezole (2.5mg/kg), naloxone
(1.2mg/kg), and flumazenil (0.5mg/kg). Thereafter,
mice were kept in an incubator heated at 33�C for 2.5 h.

Nutritional support protocol

In order to reduce post-operative mortality, we used a
nutritional support protocol previously shown to reduce
mortality after focal cerebral ischemia.31 Jelly food was
prepared daily by mixing food powder containing xan-
than gum (ssnif-Spezialdiaten GmbH, Soest, Germany)
with water at a ratio of 1:3. Mice were gently restrained
and given 1ml of jelly food three times a day by oral
feeding for seven days starting 48h after SAH. Body
weight and body temperature were measured daily.

Forepaw-evoked NVC

Mice were anesthetized 30 days after SAH and the
CBF response after NVC was evaluated as previously

described.22,23,27 Briefly, the left forepaw was stimu-
lated with two subdermal needle electrodes with a
diameter of 0.2mm (Hwato, Suzhou, China) at an
intensity of 2mA for 0.3ms (Digitimer Ltd,
Hertfordshire, England). One stimulation cycle con-
tained 96 stimulations and lasted for 16 s (6Hz). The
interval between two stimulation cycles was 40 s. CBF
was assessed at different locations covering the whole
somatosensory cortex. The region with the strongest
CBF response was continuously stimulated (2mA) for
1min in order to evaluate the response to a tonic stimu-
lus. This region was later analyzed by two-photon
microscopy. A graphical representation of the experi-
mental protocol is shown in Figure 1(a).

Two-photon microscopy

A cranial window (2� 1mm) was drilled under constant
cooling with isotonic saline above the area of the som-
atosensory cortex associated to the forepaw leaving the
dura mater intact. Mice were placed under a two-photon
microscope (Zeiss LSM-7MP, Oberkochen, Germany)

Figure 1. Experimental design and SAH induction. (a) Schematic representation of the experimental design for both SAH and sham-

operated animals. Neurovascular coupling and endothelium-dependent response were assessed one month after the surgical pro-

cedure. (b) Cerebral blood flow and (c) intracranial pressure recordings starting 5 min before SAH or sham-operated induction and

continuing for subsequent 15 min. A sudden decrease in CBF and sharp increase in ICP confirms SAH inductions. Mean� SD; n¼ 10 in

sham and n¼ 9 in SAH group.
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equipped with a Li:Ti laser (Chameleon, Coherent,
USA) as described previously,32 and the exposed dura
mater was covered with isotonic saline. The fluorescent
plasma dye fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC-dextran;
molecular weight 150kDa) was injected via a femoral
artery catheter (0.05ml of a 0.5% solution; Sigma,
Deisenhofen, Germany) and all parenchymal (diameter:
5–20mm; depth: circa 150mm) and pial arterioles (diam-
eter: 20 to 40mm) in the region previously selected (see
above) were visualized using 10�Zeiss EC Plan-
NeoFluar objective. Pial arterioles were followed into
the parenchyma along an axis normal to the brain sur-
face. Arterioles were distinguished from venules on the
basis of velocity and direction of blood flow. Vessel
diameter was quantified using a user defined, full-width
measurement approach.

Neurovascular reactivity to CO2

Diameters of both parenchymal and pial arterioles were
examined under tight control of end-tidal pCO2 and
maintenance of physiological conditions in order to
obtain baseline values. Thereafter, arteriolar diameter
was observed during inhalation of 10% CO2 for
10min. The amount of inhaled CO2 was measured by
microcapnometry (Hugo-Sachs Elektronik, March-
Hugstetten, Germany). Arteriolar diameters were quan-
tified with a calibrated image analysis software (Zen,
Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) and expressed in percent-
age of baseline as previously described.27

Vessel diameter during forepaw-evoked NVC

For evaluation of changes in vessel diameter after elec-
trical forepaw stimulation, the same protocol was used
as for assessment of CBF. Briefly, the region yielding
the most pronounced CBF response was stimulated
with one stimulation cycle that contained 96 stimula-
tions and lasted for 16 s (6Hz). The interval between
two stimulation cycles was 40 s. Thereafter, the same
region was continuously stimulated (2mA) for 1min
in order to evaluate the response to a tonic stimulus.

Statistical analysis

Sample size calculation was performed with a standard
statistical software package (Sigma Plot 12.5; Systat
Software, Erkrath, Germany). For sample size calcula-
tion, we used the following parameters: alpha
error¼ 0.05, beta error¼ 0.2. Statistical analysis was
performed using R Statistical Software (Foundation
for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria). Mixed-
design ANOVA was used to test the fixed effects of
time (within-group) or surgery and time (between-
group) with random effects of mouse ID (CBF analysis)

or baseline vessel diameter within mouse ID and inter-
action between time and baseline within mouse ID
(vessel diameter analysis). P was considered significant
at< 0.05.

Results

In vivo physiological parameters and mortality

Following SAH, the resulting increase in ICP peaked at
values of around 60mmHg and led to a reduction in
cerebral perfusion pressure, which then caused a reduc-
tion of cerebral blood flow of around 80%. Within
5min, ICP decreased to values of around 20mmHg,
and CBF normalized. Both values remained stable for
the remaining observation period of 15min (Figure 1(b)
and (c)). Following surgery, all mice showed reduced
motor activity. Two mice from each group (4/20) died
before imaging could be performed. Physiological par-
ameters known to have strong effects on CBF, i.e. body
temperature, systemic blood pressure, and pCO2, were
carefully monitored and kept within physiological
limits before and after SAH induction. Parameters
did not differ between SAH and sham-operated mice
(Supplementary Table S1).

In vivo CO2 reactivity is restored one month after
SAH in parenchymal arterioles

Direct visualization of pial and parenchymal vessels with
two-photon microscopy one month after sham or SAH
surgery showed differential alterations in CO2-response.
In pial vessels, there was no significant effect of surgery
(F(1, 17.197)¼ 0.1283; p¼ 0.724596) or interaction
between surgery and time (F(1, 168.882)¼ 0.4336;
p¼ 0.511102) on vessel dilation in percentage of baseline
in response to the increase in pCO2 (Figure 2(a) upper
panel and Figure 2(b), white and gray symbols).
However, while there was a significant increase in
vessel diameter in sham-operated mice relative to base-
line (F(1, 63.134)¼ 9.9671; p¼ 0.002444), the increase in
vessel diameter in SAH mice relative to baseline was not
significant (F(1, 59)¼ 2.3145; p¼ 0.1335). Thus, the
status of CO2 reactivity in pial arterioles cannot be con-
clusively ascertained from these observations.

In parenchymal vessels, no significant effect of sur-
gery (F(1, 12.005)¼ 1.5493; p¼ 0.23699) or interaction
between surgery and time (F(1, 135.989)¼ 1.9751;
p¼ 0.16219) on vessel dilation in percentage of baseline
was observed in response to the increase in pCO2

(Figure 2(a) bottom panel and (c) white and gray sym-
bols). Furthermore, while the increase in vessel diameter
in sham-operated mice shows a trend effect relative to
baseline (F(1, 71.664)¼ 3.6162; p¼ 0.0868), there is a
significant increase in vessel diameter relative to baseline
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(F(1, 58.057)¼ 8.5949; p¼ 0.004816) in the SAH group.
These results demonstrate that the vascular response
elicited by CO2-inhalation, which we previously
showed to be absent in both pial and parenchymal ves-
sels at 3 and 24h following SAH,19,22,23 is restored one
month after the initial bleeding in parenchymal vessels.

In vivo NVC is compromised one month after SAH

NVC one month after SAH induction was evaluated
using two different approaches: sensory stimulation of
the forepaw was induced by either 10 discrete stimuli or
one continuous stimulus for 60 s.
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Figure 2. Parenchymal arterioles respond normally to hypercapnia one month after SAH. (a) Representative two-photon micros-

copy images of pial (top panels) and parenchymal (bottom panels) arterioles of sham and SAH mice before and during 10% CO2

inhalation. (b) Pial and (c) parenchymal artery diameter quantification during hypercapnia in mice subjected to sham surgery (white

symbols) or SAH (grey symbols). Arteriolar dilation in response to hypercapnia relative to baseline was verified in pial and parenchymal

arterioles in sham-operated mice. Parenchymal arterioles in SAH mice also dilated in response to hypercapnia. Mean� SD. 12 to 24

arterioles in (b) and 12 to 15 arterioles in (c) in n¼ 7 to 8 mice per group.
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Visualization of parenchymal arterioles of up to 20mm
in diameter with two-photon microscopy revealed a clear
impairment of the vessel response to discrete stimulation
in SAH mice relative to sham (F(1, 34.15)¼ 9.0103;
p¼ 0.004991). While artery diameter in sham-operated
mice increased in response to sensory stimulation relative
to baseline (Figure 3(a) upper panels and (b), white sym-
bols. F(10, 300.79)¼ 3.4726; p¼ 0.000243), arterioles
after SAH failed to dilate (Figure 3(a) bottom panels
and (b), gray symbols. F(10, 161.86)¼ 0.9234; p¼
0.5132). However, continuous stimulation of the forepaw

for 1min showed no significant effect of surgery (F(1,
22.425)¼ 0.7504; p¼ 0.395537) or interaction between
surgery and time (F(1, 127.424)¼ 1.1105; p¼ 0.293967)
on vessel dilation. Continuous stimulation led to a sig-
nificant increase in artery diameter of about 25% relative
to baseline in the sham group (Figure 4(a) upper panels
and (b), white symbols. F(1, 66.431)¼ 5.1792; p¼
0.02609). In SAH mice, arterial response to continuous
stimulation showed a trend to dilation of only about 7%
relative to baseline (Figure 4(a) bottom panels and
(b), gray symbols. F(1, 59.883)¼ 3.798; p¼ 0.056).

Figure 3. Two-photon imaging of arteriolar diameter in response to discrete stimulation one month after SAH. (a) Representative

two-photon microscopy images of parenchymal arterioles in sham (top panels) and SAH mice (bottom panels) at baseline and after

stimulation. (b) Arteriolar dilation in response to discrete stimulation was verified in sham-operated mice, but found to be impaired

after SAH; 17 to 30 arterioles in n¼ 7 to 8 mice per group.
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These results suggest that NVC remains partially com-
promised one month after SAH. The range of vessel dila-
tion across stimulation modalities is shown in Figure 5.

NVC was also evaluated on the basis of the CBF
response to forepaw stimulation. One month after hem-
orrhage, the increase in CBF response to discrete sen-
sory stimulation of the forepaw was comparable
between sham and SAH mice, reaching an increase in
response of around 10% (data not shown). In the SAH
group, CBF response slightly decreased after the 6th
stimulus without showing a significant change (data
not shown). Continuous sensory stimulation of the
forepaw for 1min increased CBF by approximately

20% in sham mice (Figure 6, white symbols), while in
SAH mice there was no increase in CBF-response,
(Figure 6, gray symbols). While lower at all-time
points, due to the variability of the response this was
not statistically significant (F(1,72)¼ 0.6188, p¼ 0.4467).

Discussion

SAH leads to cerebral microvasospasms and a loss of
CO2 reactivity and NVC within 24 h following the ini-
tial insult.19,22,23,27 The goal of the present study was to
investigate whether and when these vascular dysfunc-
tions resolve. Our investigation provides evidence that

Figure 4. Two-photon imaging of arteriolar diameter in response to a continuous stimulation one month after SAH. (a)

Representative two-photon microscopy images of parenchymal arterioles in sham operated (top panels) and SAH mice (bottom

panels) at baseline and after sensory stimulation. (b) Arteriolar dilation in response to continuous stimulation was verified in

sham-operated mice, but found to be attenuated in SAH mice. SAH mice showed a trend to dilation relative to baseline. Mean� SD;

10 to 13 arterioles in 7 to 8 mice per group.
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one month after SAH, parenchymal arterioles restore
their ability to dilate in response to CO2, a brain-
specific vasodilator. However, our data show also
that NVC is still almost absent one month after SAH
induction.

Despite early evidence of post-hemorrhagic endothe-
lium-dependent dysfunction in vivo,30,33,34 only
recently has two-photon microscopy allowed the first
in vivo measurements of parenchymal arteriolar func-
tionality, both at 3 and 24 h after SAH. The earliest
study investigated the very acute phase after hemor-
rhage (3 h),22 a time of particular interest in the

pathophysiology of SAH due to the occurrence of pial
microvasospasms and microthrombosis, as well as a
decrease of CBF in both experimental SAH and SAH
patients.6,30 An endothelium-dependent dysfunction was
shown in pial19,33,34 and parenchymal arterioles.22 This
early loss of CO2-reactivity in pial and parenchymal ves-
sels was shown to last at least 24h after hemorrhage in a
follow-up study.23 Additionally, in vivo and ex vivo
investigation of the NVC revealed a severe dysfunction
24h following SAH: neuronal stimulation resulted in
vasoconstriction rather than vasodilatation.13,23 In the
current study, we show that one month following SAH
induction, parenchymal vessels restore their reactivity to
CO2. The ability of blood vessels to dilate in response to
changes in CO2 partial pressure is mediated at least par-
tially by nitric oxide (NO), whose concentration acutely
decreases after SAH due to decreased production by
endothelial NO-synthase (eNOS).35–38 Recovery of
CO2-reactivity in parenchymal arterioles may thus indi-
cate a partial recovery of endothelial NO signaling one
month after experimental SAH.

We previously showed a deterioration of NVC early
after SAH both in vivo and ex vivo.13,22,23 The present
data indicate that microvascular dysfunction persists
long-term and may lead to a long-lasting mismatch of
neuronal activity and cerebral blood flow. The impaired
CBF-response to neuronal activation most likely
increases the susceptibility of the brain to ischemic
damage even when global cerebral perfusion is suffi-
ciently restored after hemorrhage (e. g. by pharmaco-
logical or surgical therapy) and may be the
pathophysiological basis for long-lasting neurocogni-
tive and executive deficits in SAH-patients.39

Early brain injury (EBI) describes a variety of patho-
logical mechanisms occurring at the level of cerebral
microcirculation within the first 72 h after SAH40–43

that have been associated with decreased CBF, disturb-
ances of cerebral metabolism, and subsequent brain
damage. While it becomes increasingly evident that
these early pathophysiological changes decisively
impact neurological outcome, the mechanisms that
link EBI to later phenomena such as DCI are unclear.
DCI has been repeatedly shown to correlate with prog-
nosis and neurological outcome after SAH.44–48 The
previously held notion that DCI is caused by delayed
onset vasospasm of Circle of Willis arteries has been
abandoned in the face of recent results of clinical stu-
dies where vasospasm was completely reversed, but the
frequency and severity of DCI were not affected.49–51

Our results point to a possible link between EBI and
DCI: microcirculatory disturbances that originate early
after SAH may partially persist for a time period
extending well over the range postulated for EBI.

A limitation of our study is the impossibility to
examine NVC in the same animals over time.

Figure 5. Scatterplot of vessel dilation vs. baseline diameter.

Vessel dilation at every time point across stimulation modalities

plotted against baseline vessel diameter for both sham- and

SAH-operated mice.

Figure 6. Changes in CBF response to neurovascular coupling

one month after SAH. Continuous electrical stimulation at the

forepaw leads to an increase in CBF in sham-operated mice

(white symbols) of approximately 20% compared to baseline

while in the SAH group (grey symbols) the response was lower

but not significantly different. Mean� SD; n¼ 7 to 8 per group.
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Systemic variables such as arterial pCO2 and blood
pressure need to be closely monitored during imaging
and such monitoring requires an arterial catheter and
orotracheal intubation: procedures that are not com-
patible with post-operative survival.

Further efforts must be made to characterize the
causes of long-term SAH-induced microvascular dys-
function and the underlying cellular and molecular
mechanisms. These investigations may provide the
basis for novel prognostic and therapeutic innovations
that may improve the outcome of patients after SAH.
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